ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The Gene Ontology (GO) provides structured controlled biological vocabulary for describing genes and gene products in terms of their associated biological processes, cellular components, and molecular functions (Ashburner et al., 2000) . As more and more biological databases are using GO terms to annotate their gene products and many high-level methods analyzing GO annotations are being developed (Dennis et al., 2003; Doniger et al., 2003; Zeeberg et al., 2003) , it is essential to provide a mechanism for preventing GO-based annotations from inconsistencies, errors, or error propagations.
The structural foundation of GO is formally a directed acyclic graph (DAG) wherein the terms are equivalent to nodes and the relationships edges of the graph (Aho et al., 1983) . The GO consortium provides DAG-Edit for editing GO. Monthly reports (http://www.geneontology.org/MonthlyReports/) are generated by a set of Perl scripts to describe what has happened to the ontologies each month. They report six different types of change that may have happened to a term; 'new terms', 'new obsoletions', 'term name changes', 'new definitions', 'new term merges', and 'term movements'.
We found that the two operations, 'new obsoletions' and 'new term merges', are not easily traceable by the current biological databases and GO browsers and hence cause errors in GO-based annotations. These errors may have already created systematic errors in biological databases, GO browsers, and GO-based high-level data analyses. Table 1 shows the numbers of gene products annotated to invalid GO terms (i.e., 'merged' and 'obsolete') in various databases. It seems evident that the errors are widespread. For a fair comparison, we tested each database version against the corresponding latest GO version that might have been used for the annotation process.
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Different databases and methods use different GO versions. Without an error-proof mechanism, it is nontrivial to correct the widespread errors and error propagations. Although powerful ontology-management tools are available (Klein et al., 2002; Noy et al., 2002) , these 'general-purpose' tools use heuristic algorithms that do not guarantee 100% exact matches. For the purpose of illustration, we applied PromptDiff (Noy et al., 2002) On the other hand, the monthly report generated by the Perl scripts captures all GO-update operations applied to the previous version. Therefore, if we integrate all GO-update information in the monthly reports in sequence, it can serve as the gold standard for GO versioning information. GOChase is a set of web-based utilities available at http://www.snubi.org/software/GOChase/ to detect and correct the possible errors in GO-based annotations. GOChase integrates all monthly reports with major biological databases containing GO annotations (Table 1) and parses them into relational tables, which are then integrated into the GO DB schema (http://www.godatabase.org/dev/database/schema_diagram.html).
GOChase provides four web-based interfaces. (1) GOChase-History resolves the whole evolution history of a GO ID. As an example, the GO term, GO:0006489 (dolichyl-diphosphate biosynthesis), has repeatedly swung back and forth among the seven GO terms (i.e., metabolism, catabolism, biosynthesis, Table 1 . Of course, one can resolve the GO annotations for each gene product.
The annotation errors, i.e. annotations to the merged and obsolete GO terms, may exist in databases simply due to a time lag, as many databases update the annotations only periodically. We learned, however, that certain GO-update processes should be carefully traced to prevent error propagation. An error-conscious mechanism can help GO-based high-level analysis tools like clustering microarray data with GO annotations. Functionalities like showing the evolution history and redirecting to the correct target term may benefit GO Browsers. When a database containing GO annotations is being updated, inconsistencies and errors should be checked against the latest version of GO, for which GOChase can help. Otherwise, the errors may be propagated to the secondary users. 
